Antibody engineering by codon-based mutagenesis in a filamentous phage vector system.
A novel codon-based mutagenesis procedure is described that allows rapid and efficient modification of antibody amino acid sequences expressed as F(ab) fragments in M13. The procedure succeeded in generating a library of mutations in the complementarity-determining regions of chimeric L6, an antibody against a tumor-associated Ag. A set of anti-Id antibodies (anti-Id 1, 3, and 7) that bind near the L6 Ag-binding site served as model Ag. The goal was to select mutant antibody sequences that altered the L6 reactivity with the anti-Id in subtle ways, i.e., to eliminate the binding to one anti-Id while preserving other reactivities or to identify mutants with increased binding. A high frequency of variant M13 phage clones exhibiting altered specificity for the anti-Id were identified. Codon-based mutagenesis in conjunction with the M13 antibody expression and screening system should provide an efficient and general approach for redirecting the specificity and potentially improving the affinity of antibodies in vitro.